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NUUSBRIEF DESEMBER 2021
NOTICE/KENNISGEWING
We have been advised by the Philatelic Federation that:
The Cape Town International Stamp Exhibition Organizing Committee have secured new
dates with FIP from 8 to 12 November 2022.

VORIGE BYEENKOMS: 5 OKTOBER 2021
Die notule van die byeenkoms van 2 November word saam met die nuusbrief uitgestuur.
Die volgende byeenkoms is beplan vir 7 Desember 2021, en dit sal ons jaarafsluiting wees,
en sal reeds om 18:00 begin. Daar is besluit dat dit ook by La Clémence gehou sal word,
en lede word aangemoedig om hul vrouegeselle saam te bring. Versnaperinge sal gratis
verskaf word.
The minutes of the meeting on 2 November will accompany the newsletter. The next
meeting is planned for 7 December 2021, and will be our year-end function starting at
18:00. It was decided that this will also be held at La Clémence, and members are
encouraged to bring their wives/partners along. Refreshments will be provided free of
charge.

FACTS AND FEATS: THE POSTAL SERVICES
Occupation stamps for use in various territories were subsequently issued by the North
German Confederation to be used in Alsace-Lorraine and other parts of France. Between
1873 and 1950 there have been a multitude of issues in all parts of the world,
not only during and after World War 1 and World War 2, but also at other
times before, in between and after the many conflicts that happened in all
parts of the world. This includes the period 1900-02 when the British occupied
the Orange Free State and the Transvaal.
Official stamps for use on government correspondence were first prepared in
1840. They consisted of the Penny Black with the letters VR (Victoria Regina)
in the upper corners in place of the stars. The stamps were printed in AprilMay 1840 but were never put into use and 3302 sheets out of the 3323 printed
were destroyed on 25 January 1843. Of the balance of 21 sheets 13 were
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used to distribute specimens with notices to postmasters, and a few of these are known to
have been removed from the notices and affixed to letters. Sir Rowland Hill himself used
several of these VR Penny Blacks for experiments with various forms of obliteration. Instead
government departments used ordinary stamps and postal stationary, though latterly
these stamps were perforated with a crown and the initials of the
department. Britain did not issue stamps overprinted for departmental use
until 1882. This practice continued until March 1904, when the practice was
changed to Official Paid labels and stationary, machine postmarks and
meter marks. Shortly before this time a number of stamps were overprinted
for use of the Board of Education, but it was never officially issued but
some specimens have survived in used condition. Only one is believed to
be in private hands, making this one of the greatest rarities.
The first country to issued official stamps for actual use was Spain in July
1854. The stamps were printed in black on various coloured papers and
bore the national coat of arms. No values as such were expressed, only
weights (from half ounce to one pound) of correspondence permitted
for each stamp. The second series, with an oval frame, was issued 1
January 1855. Both sets were frequently forged. Other early users of
official stamps were India (1866), South Australia (1868), the North
German Confederation (1870), Denmark (1871), Iceland Hyderabad
and the USA (1873), and British Guiana, Italy and Luxembourg (1875). The official use of
these stamps has been expressed in a large variety of ways and languages.
The oddest inscription on official stamps is ARMENWET (Poor Law), found on
Dutch stamps of 1921. They were intended for use on correspondence from
local authorities administering the poor law.
Facts and feats come from: Mackay, James, The Guinness book of Stamps,
Guinness Publishing Ltd, Enfield, 1988
Please note that the information used for this article has in many cases been overtaken by
events – Ed

TIMELINE – CEILING OF SISTINE CHAPEL OPEN TO PUBLIC

On the 1 November 1512 the Sistine Chapel was open to the public for the very first time
showing the enormous beauty created by men. The Sistine Chapel ceiling (Soffitto della
Cappella Sistina), painted by Michelangelo between 1508 and 1512, is a cornerstone work
of High Renaissance art. The ceiling is that of the Sistine Chapel, the large papal chapel
built within the Vatican between 1477 and 1480 by Pope Sixtus IV, for whom the chapel is
named. It was painted at the commission of Pope Julius II. The chapel is the location for
papal conclaves and many other important services. The ceiling's various painted
elements form part of a larger scheme of decoration within the Chapel, which includes
the large fresco The Last Judgement on the sanctuary wall, also by Michelangelo, wall
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paintings by several leading painters of the late 15th century including Sandro Botticelli,
Domenico Ghirlandaio and Pietro Perugino, and a set of large tapestries by Raphael, the
whole illustrating much of the doctrine of the Catholic Church. Central to the ceiling
decoration are nine scenes from the Book of Genesis, of which The Creation of Adam
(pictured) is the best known, having an iconic standing equalled only by Leonardo da
Vinci's Mona Lisa, the hands of God and Adam being reproduced in countless imitations.
The complex design includes several sets of individual figures, both clothed and nude,
which allowed Michelangelo to fully demonstrate his skill in creating a huge variety of
poses for the human figure and which have provided an enormously influential pattern
book of models for other artists ever since.
International Society of World Wide Stamp Collectors and Wikipedia

THE USE OF MOTIONSTAMP TECHNOLOGY
On 1 October 2009 Canada Post issued a commemorative set of stamps to celebrate the
Montreal Canadiens, the most storied sports team in
Canadian history. The team had at that time won the
Stanley Cup on 24 occasions, more than any other team.
They are the oldest continuously-operating professional
ice hockey team, predating the founding of the National
Hockey League (NHL). Their team jerseys can be found in
arenas across Canada, often outnumbering home-team
sweaters. Canada Post issued this set to celebrate the
centenary of the club and its iconic jersey. A domesticrate permanent stamp featuring a close-up of Maurice
"Rocket" Richard's game-worn #9 hockey sweater, plus three high-value stamps featuring
actual footage of the historic 500th goals of Maurice "Rocket" Richard, Jean Beliveau and
Guy Lafleur were available now at post offices across the country. Using an actionoriented printing process, called Motionstamp technology, and digital footage of the
Richard, Beliveau and Lafleur goals provided by the Canadiens, the stamps become minimovies. When moved up and down, the actual sweep of action-from shot to goal-as it
appeared in the original film clips, is visible on the stamps. This is the first time this
technology has been used on a Canadian stamp. The source for this article is from a
website http://philaquelymoi.blogspot.com/2013/05/3d-motion-stamp.html. An article
describing the stamps in more detail appeared in Linn’s Stamp News Weekly of 19
October 2009.

FAMOUS AUCTIONS THAT FORMED PHILATELY

No sooner were the first postage stamps issued than people began to collect them, and
the earliest stamp merchants and auction houses soon followed. Over the roughly 135
years that philatelic auctions have existed, a few sales have cemented their place in
philatelic history and memory as having shaped the hobby as we know it today. This brief
article provides an overview of some of the world’s most intriguing and prestigious auction
houses, with a brief history of each firm and some of the notable sales that gave them
prominence in the philatelic marketplace.
Spink
Founded originally in London in 1666 by John Spink as a goldsmith and pawnbroker
business, the Spink auction house evolved over the years as a trading company of
jewellery and coins, followed by dealings in oriental art and then the design and
manufacture of medals. The department of philately began with the acquisition of Robson
Lowe’s business by Christie’s, later integrated into Spink in 1995. Currently the auction
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house includes offices worldwide, most notably in the U.S., the U.K., Switzerland, China,
Singapore and Japan. Among collections sold by the over 350-year-old company, none
currently surpasses the Chartwell Collection (2011) amassed by British philatelist Sir Cyril
Humphrey Cripps. The sale topped the $24 million mark (about R372 million). At the time,
this sale netted the highest sale price for a single item in British philatelic
history, with the 1847 Mauritius 1847 “Post Office” 2d blue (2011)
producing a $1,344,180 (about R20 834 790)sale price at the hammer.
Recently, Spink set the world record price for China Dowager stamps at
$950,000 (about R14 75 000), specifically an unused 1897 10c-on-9candareen dark green Dragons and Shou issue with an inverted 10c
surcharge. The single was part of the Lam Man Yin collection which
realized close to $4 million (about R62 million)at the same sale.
InterAsia Auctions Limited
Formed in the mid-2000s, one of the more recent players in the world of philatelic auctions
is InterAsia Auctions Limited. Specializing and capitalizing on the growing demand for the
philatelic material of Asia, this firm, based in Hong Kong, has quickly become a leader in
the sale of Asian stamps and postal history. Two of the more renowned sales of the new
firm both involve Chinese issues, one involving rarity of known copies and the other
involving rarity due to the stamp never having been issued. The first is the 1897
China Qing Dynasty 3 cent with large $1 overprint (2013). Of the
32 known to have been issued, this particular copy sold for
$878,908 (about R13 623 087). In terms of stamps that were
printed but never issued, there is the colourful 1964 People’s
Republic of China Theatrical Masks of the Beijing Opera (2012). This stamp,
originally planned as a set of eight in the mask series, was sold by InterAsia for
the realized price of $121,009 (about R1 875 640).
Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner
Christoph Gärtner began his journey as a philatelic businessman in 1983 in Bietigheim,
Germany, while still a student. By 2003, his company was considered the world’s leading
trading house in letters and postal history. With this success he established the
Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner in 2004, an auction house for the sale of stamps and
numismatics. Specializing in German, European, Asian and
thematic material, the company focuses on the sale of
exclusive and rare single stamps as well as noteworthy
collections. One of the most iconic sales in the young firm’s
history was the single item sale of the 1915 Togo under French
Occupation 5-mark carmine and black stamp for $636,000
(about R9 858 000), sold as part of the Peter Zgonc Collection.
The sale marked a new record in German philately.
Conclusion
In the landscape of the philatelic marketplace, auction houses have played and continue
to play a critical role in the discovery and dissemination of the world’s most extraordinary
stamps, postal history, and collections. In this brief article we have only been able to cite a
few of the many auction houses that are active today. By way of example, the Stamp
Auction Network lists over 300 active auction firms operating internationally. These auction
firms also provide the philatelic community with the unique opportunity of experiencing
some of the world’s most notable philatelic items and their stories. By means of philatelic
commerce, auction houses such as those mentioned here and many others, in the truest
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sense, link collectors to their collections, providing an avenue for not only enhancing their
own collections but also sharing their collections with the world.
An article by Scott Tiffney in The America Philatelist of June 2021.

COMPUTERS AND STAMPS
Linux and computer programs related to stamps by William F. Sharpe
My 11-year-old laptop computer ran Windows 10 but did so very slowly compared to my
one-year-old desktop computer. I decided to try Linux on the laptop to see if I could run a
different operating system faster and to look for any programs a stamp collector could use
with that system. Linux is a free operating system that’s available in various versions or
distributions. You can also run Linux from the boot disk or install Linux as a dual-system on
your computer so that you can run either operating system. I selected Linux Mint
Cinnamon Edition to replace Windows completely. Linux Mint provides many free
programs. Among these is LibreOffice, a suite like Microsoft Office that includes word
processing, spreadsheet, drawing, presentation and database programs. LibreOffice
Writer and Calc programs can work with Microsoft Word and Excel files, respectively. If you
have your stamp inventory stored on an Excel file in Windows, you can transfer that file to
a Linux machine and work on it there. The Draw program can view and edit album pages
that are PDF files. Linux Mint also includes the Firefox browser and Thunderbird email client
so that you can surf the web and keep in touch with other collectors. The Thunderbird
program recognized my email settings automatically for both my Gmail and AOL
accounts. Linux also recognized my local network. All I had to do was enter my password.
Linn’s subscribers can access online issues at https://account.amosmedia.com/ account.
Scott ecatalog subscribers can view their purchases at www.scottonline.com. Linux users
can also visit various stamp forums, the American Philatelic Society, American Topical
Association and other websites using the Firefox browser. You can find a list of available
Linux stamp software at winsite.com by
searching for “Linux stamp collecting.” The
illustration right shows a partial listing. Most of
the sites listed provide shareware programs.
EzStamp is listed there, but I could not find a
Linux-specific version to download. I was able
to install AlbumEasy, which has Windows,
Macintosh and Linux versions available.
AlbumEasy is essentially a programming
language for creating stamp album pages.
To make an album page, you enter text
commands, click a button to generate and
view the resulting PDF (Portable Document
Format) file, and then edit the commands if the results aren’t exactly what you want. The
illustration on the left shows the top part of a
sample page created by AlbumEasy’s wizard
menu choice. The wizard menu is just a starting
point for creating an album page. You can edit
the page the wizard displays to change or add
items. Scribus, an open-source desktop
publishing program, available for download on
Linux, also can be used to create album pages.
I last wrote about AlbumEasy in my column in
the 4 Nov. 2019, issue of Linn’s. My column on
Scribus appeared in the 3 Feb. 2020, issue. Linn’s subscribers can view these columns by
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selecting the archives at the aforementioned Linn’s online site. Select “My Subscriptions.”
Access the current weekly issue and then use the top centre arrow to display the Archives
page selection icon.
Identification update
A handful of readers have pointed out that the wording on the mystery stamp in my
column in the Sept. 6 Linn’s was “Post” rather than “Poft.” The typeface used for that
stamp and many other German stamps was Fraktur. That knowledge, however, would not
have helped me identify the stamp.
Article published in Linn’s Stamp News Weekly of 4 October 2021
Please remember that the author writes the article in the United States against that
background. Readers should use the proposals accordingly – Ed.

‘WRONG WAY’ CORRIGAN

This airmail (above) stamped envelope bears a cachet commemorating the transatlantic
flight of pilot Douglas Corrigan, known as “Wrong Way” Corrigan. The cover is cancelled
30 Aug. 1938, in Norfolk, Va. An audacious and illegal trip to Ireland by pilot Douglas
Corrigan in 1938 landed him in the record books, but it also required that he concoct
what turns out to be a flimsy excuse for heading across the Atlantic when his filed flight
plan had him returning to California from New York. This was the stunt that resulted in his
being known forevermore as “Wrong Way” Corrigan. After flying to New York from
California on July 9, 1938, Corrigan filed a flight plan for return to Long Beach, Calif., on 17
July. He left at 5:15 a.m. to the east, and instead of circling back toward California, he just
kept going. He landed at Baldonnel Aerodrome, County Dublin, Ireland, on 18 July, after a
28-hour, 13-minute flight. The fake flight plan had been made necessary by the repeated
official denial of his applications to fly over the Atlantic to Ireland. The reason given for the
denials was that his plane was not airworthy enough to make the flight. When questioned
after the flight, Corrigan claimed that his mistake was because of a navigational error
caused by heavy cloud cover that obscured landmarks and low-light conditions that
caused him to misread his compass. He never acknowledged that he set out that morning
intending to fly to Ireland, but the weight of the evidence makes it all but certain that his
actions were not a mistake at all, but a deliberate effort to accomplish his dream. After
the flight, aviation officials from the Bureau of Air Commerce sent a 600-word telegram to
Corrigan listing the regulations broken by his flight. But the punishment ultimately handed
down was a slap on the wrist: His pilot’s certificate was suspended for only 14 days.
Corrigan and his plane returned to New York on the steamship Manhattan, arriving on 4
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August, the last day of his suspension. He received a hero’s welcome and a New York
ticker tape parade.
An article named U.S.
Stamp Notes by John M. Hotchner in Linn’s Stamp News Weekly of 29 November 2021
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
The United Arab Emirates, a federation of seven
emirates with an elected monarch, lies on the Persian
Gulf on the eastern coast of the Arabian Peninsula. The
country shares borders with Oman and Saudi Arabia.
Each emirate in the federation is governed by a sheik.
Together the seven sheiks form the Supreme Council,
which elects one of their number as president of the
United Arab Emirates. All of the emirates have issued
their own stamps at one time or another. There aren’t a great number of stamp collectors
in the United Arab Emirates, but what collectors there are generally have deep pockets.
On 2 December 1977, the United Arab Emirates issued a set of three stamps
commemorating the sixth National Day. The stamps were withdrawn on the first day of
sale but not before some had been sold and used. The designs of all three stamps feature
a profile of Sheik Zayed and the eagle crest of the United Arab Emirates. The 15-fils stamp
also shows two armoured vehicles with two personnel visible on each. The 50f depicts
mobile missile launchers mounted on the backs of two flatbed trucks, and the 100f shows
a column of marching troops armed with rifles. The flag of the United Arab Emirates is seen
fluttering above the military vehicles and soldiers on all three stamps. National Day
celebrates the federation of the first six emirates on 2 December 1971. The seventh
emirate, Ras al Khaimah, joined the federation in 1972. The set of three withdrawn stamps
is not listed in the Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue, but it is noted and valued at
$850 (about R13 175). The condition valued is not specified, but it is presumably for stamps
in mint, never-hinged condition. Used sets seem to be as common, if not more common,
than mint, never-hinged sets, although they might be favour cancelled. Mint, neverhinged sets are selling for more than Scott catalogue value and up to as much as $1,000
(about R15 500). Used sets are generally offered at $300 (about R4650) to $500 (about
R7750).
A weekly column Tip of the Week in Linn’s Stamp News of 29 November 2021
Saamgestel deur Robert Harm 21 November 2021

CLUB PROGRAMMES (Western Cape)
Remember:

All meetings are subject to Government-imposed virus restrictions.

Bellville Philatelic Society, at the Durbanville Gholf Club at 19:00 on 2nd Wednesday of the month.
10 Nov 2021
CASPIP, home of Dennis Landau, 24 Lochiel Road, Rondebosch at 20:00 on 3rd Wednesday of mnth.
Oct 2021
Fish Hoek Philatelic Society, Minor Hall, Fish Hoek Civic Centre at 19:30 on 1st Tuesday of the month.
2 Nov 2021
Paarl Filateliste, MBA Boland-Gebou, Concordia Street, Paarl at 09:00 2nd Saturday of the month.
10 Nov 2021
Pinelands Stamp Circle, Activities Room, Pinelands Library at 19:00 on last Wednesday of the month.
As allowed by the present restrictions for the virus.
Royal Philatelic Society of Cape Town, at Atenaneum at 14:00 on 2nd and 4th Mondays of month.
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6 Nov 2021
8 Nov 2021
22 Nov 2021

At the Cape Stamp Fair @ 11:00.
Library Day; will be open to all members.

Stellenbosch Philatelic Society, at La Clémence, Webersvallei Rd, Stellenbosch at 19:00 on 1st
Tuesday of month.
2 Nov 2021
Show, Tell & Ask; Poskaarte, Rooi 1d skippie seël (1953), Poskantore.
Walker Bay Stamp Club, at the Hermanus Bowling Club/Kleinmond Public Library at 17:30 on 1st
Monday of month.
As allowed by the present restrictions for the virus.
Thematics SA (WC Chapter), at Church Hall, DRC Vallei, c/o Postma and St Andrews Strs, Oakdale,
Bellville 09:30.
6 Nov 2021
CAPE STAMP FAIR
Church Hall, DRC Vallei, c/o Postma and St Andrews Streets, Oakdale,
Bellville at 08:30 until 12:30.
6 Nov 2021

PHILATELIC TERMS : K-4
Bibliography: McKay, James, Philatelic Terms Illustrated, Stanley Gibbons Publications, Ringwood, 2003.
Nováček, Jiři, Guide to Stamp Collecting, Chartwell Books Inc, New Jersey, 1989.
Smith, Anna H. (Ed), The language of stamp collecting, Johannesburg Public Library, 1959.
Wood, Kenneth A. (Ed), This is Philately, Van Dahl Publications, Albany, 1982
Graham, Harold T. (Ed), A Glossary of Philatelic Terms, Philatelic Congress of Great Britain, 1951
Wikipedia Encyclopaedia at www.wikipedia.com.
KONGELIGT POST FRIMAERKE
This inscription is found on the early stamps (from 1851) of Denmark.
KORCA, KORCE
This inscription is found on the stamps of Albania which were used during World
War 1.

Korea, Indian Custodian Forces in
In 1953 regular stamps of the Republic of India were overprinted Indian
Custodian Unit in Korea in the Hindi language. These stamps were
overprinted for the use of Indian forces stationed in Korea.
Koschier, Laurenz
Laurenz Koschier (or Lovrenc Košir) was born in Spodnja
Luša, Carniola, Austrian Empire (which is now part of
Slovenia). He was an Austrian civil servant who worked
in Ljubljana. Together with Sir Rowland Hill and James
Chalmers are regarded as the inventor of the adhesive
postage stamp. On 31 December 1835, while working
at the Court Accountancy in Vienna, he presented to
Austro-Hungarian postal authorities ideas concerning
postal reform. One of the ideas was the prepayment of post. That is almost five years
before the first adhesive postage stamp, the Penny Black, was issued. Laurenz Koschier
conceived that the stamps would be modelled on the official sealing stamps that were
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already used in Austria. However, because he had contact with England, it is presumed
that he got the idea from James Chalmers, who had already made stamp designs one
year earlier than Košir. However, Chalmers did not submit his designs until three years after
Koschier’s suggestion. The official organ of the UPU, L’Union Postale, in 1954 published
documents that Koschier had placed before the 1874 UPU Congress, claiming that he had
conceived the stamp idea and submitted it to the Austrian Government. This is confirmed
by the Austrian authorities, but the Austrian Government at the time shelved the idea as
impractical. Both Austria and Yugoslavia very much supported Laurenz Koschier being
recognised as the one and only inventor of the postage stamp. On 21 August 1948 the
Yugoslav postal system issued an airmail stamp depicting Laurenz
Koschier, his birth house in Spodnja Luša, and an aeroplane. What is
special about these stamps is the allonge attached to each stamp. It
has an inscription in Serbo-Croatian and in French giving information
about Laurenz Koschier's contribution regarding the invention of
stamps. What is interesting to note is that it seems that Koschier’s zeal
for postal reform was not looked upon with favour by his superiors. The
Austrian stamp depicting him was issued in 1879, the year of his death
on 7 August 1879 in Vienna. Another fact of interest is that he dies just
20 days before Rowland Hill.
Korea, North Occupation of South
In 1950, during their occupation of portions of South Korea, Northern
Korean forces issued three stamps of South Korea overprinted with a
double circle enclosing Korean characters. The stamps so overprinted were
the 10w, 20w, and the 30w denominations of the 1949 issue.
Kouang-Tcheou
In April 1898, France leased the port of Kouang-Tcheou and the
surrounding area. Stamps of Indo-China were overprinted with the
port’s name. The area reverted to China in February 1943.
KOZTARSASAG
The word KOZTARSASAG meaning republic is found overprinted on the stamps
of Hungary following World War 1. They represent the first issue of the republic
that emerged from the Hungarian portion of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire.
KP
KP is an abbreviation of Kagamitang Pampamahalaan meaning official
business and is a World War 1 Japanese overprint on Philippine stamps for
use as occupation Official stamps. These stamps are scarce.
KPHTH
This is an inscription found on the stamps of Crete.
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Kran
The kran was a unit of currency used in Persia (now Iran) during the 19 th century. It also
used in Afghanistan. Ten Persian krans made up one toman, and two Afghanistan krans
equalled one Kabuli rupee.
Kreuzer
The kreuzer was a unit of currency used in Austria in the 19th century at 60 to 1 gulden. In
1858 it was revalued as the neuekreuzer at 100 to the gulden. The kreuzer was also used in
Baden, Bavaria (until 1874), the southern Thurn and Taxis service, the southern district of the
North German Confederation, the German Empire (until 1875), and Prussia.
KRIES
This is the partial inscription on some stamps of Wenden. The town and
district of Wenden was part of Russia from 1721 until the end of WW1,
when it was included in the state of Latvia. Some of the district was
included in Estonia. The town was German-speaking and is on the main
railway from Riga to Pskov. The city is now known as Cesis, which can
trace its history back to being a 13th century Hansa town.
K.u.K. FELDPOST
This is an overprint which can be found on the stamps of
Bosnia and the inscription on specially designed stamps
reading K.u.K. FELDPOST identifies stamps of the AustroHungarian military authorities for use in occupied areas
during World War 1. In addition to regular stamps, there are
also semi-postals and newspaper stamps. K.u.K. represents
Kaiserliche und Konigliche (Imperial and Royal).
K.u.K. MILITARPOST
The inscription K.u.K MILITARPOST identifies stamps of Bosnia and Herzegovina
used from 1912 to the end of World War 1. K.u.K. represents Kaiserliche und
Konigliche (Imperial and Royal).
K.u.K. MILIT. VERWALTUNG MONTENEGRO
This overprint was found on Austrian military stamps which were used in
occupied Montenegro.
Kurland
This area which is now part of Latvia was occupied during
WW1 and WW2. The overprint Postgebiet/Ob. Ost appeared
on German stamps when Germany occupied the area
Kurland, then under Russian control. In 1945 the same area
was occupied by Nazi forces the overprint KURLAND was used
on the Hitler head definitive, and these stamps were
surcharged as well. As the Germans surrendered to the Soviet forces, stamps of the USSR
soon replaced these overprinted stamps.
Compiled by Robert Harm on 19 November 2021
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